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Confidence Boosting Tips
for Authentic Therapists

3 small changes you can make to improve
how confident you feel in your therapy room



3 small changes you can make to

improve how confident you feel in your

therapy room

1. Centre yourself before each and every session

 

When you're feeling nervous about your ability to work with a client, it is very

important to make sure you are settled before the session begins.

 

Avoid the following behaviours:

 

-         frantically going over your session plan and psychoeducation, 

-         hurriedly doing notes or 

-         checking social media to distract yourself from your nerves before the 

 beginning of each session. 

 
Instead make sure you allow a minute or two to centre yourself  and spend a few

moments just being (30 seconds as a minimum) prior to the commencement of

each session.

 

Feel the weight of your feet pressing into the floor, focus on taking slow and even

breaths, noticing each breath as it flows in and out of you.

 

Then slowly rise from your chair and slowly walk into the wait room and collect

your client. 

Keep your movement and your breath slow as you walk back to your therapy 

 room with your client.

It sounds simple, but it makes a huge difference to your sense

 of confidence and competence when you begin each session feeling calm.
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        2.     Finish each session on time.
 

 
When you finish a session on time, you feel like you are the boss of your

therapy room.

 It also allows you to feel calm throughout your day. You will not  be worried

about making other clients wait, not having time to preparem, being behind on

your notes or just not having time to collect your thoughts.

 

To do this: 

 

-        Be very clear and firm with yourself that all sessions have a beginning,

middle and end and you are in charge of that structure.

-have a clear view of a clock and make sure when you have 10 minutes

remaining you are clearly working towards closing the session.

 

-         Use the last 5 minutes should be summarising and rebooking the client if

necessary.

 

-         Do not discuss any new topics raised with a client in the last 5 minutes,

instead saying something “that sounds like something we could work on, I’ll note

that for next session’s discussion”

-         Stand up from your chair at the session conclusion, you lead the close of

session with your body language. If the client doesn’t move, walk to the door

open it and stand outside the doorway.

You can do it!
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3.   Develop a helpful belief/ mantra about what you need to represent in

each session.

 

When I was a more junior therapist one of the difficulties, I had was talking

too much responsibility for sessions and client outcomes. That tended to

make me feel overwhelmed and anxious. 

 

Developing a helpful belief like:

 

- “I am a guide, but the client does the work” 

- “I am the lighthouse and the client and their community is the ocean”

- “As long as I am respectful and honour the client’s journey, that is

enough”

- “Therapy is a process, there is no such thing as a good session or a bad

session”

 

And most importantly, notice what went well. Make sure you do more of

that.

 

And that’s 3  things you can start to do to  feel like a more confident

therapist

 

I love to hear how doing these 3 things helps you. Email me at

support@nadenevanderlinden.com
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https://mailchi.mp/5526d21b2ebe/nadenevanderlindencom

